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Boubyan bank is 
now available on 
Apple Business Chat
KUWAIT: Boubyan
bank announced that
it has become avail-
able to customers
via Apple Business
Chat. Apple Business
Chat is a new way
for people to com-
municate with busi-
nesses using the
Messages app on
iPhone, iPad, Mac,
and Apple Watch.

“Apple Business Chat is a powerful and
attractive channel of direct communication
with our clients, - says Abdullah Al-Najran
Al-Tuwaijri , CEO Private, Consumer &
Digital Banking. Many of our clients use
iPhone. Apple Business Chat makes commu-
nication with Boubyan Bank as easy as
exchange of messages with family and
friends”. 

Customers of Boubyan bank can use Apple
Business Chat to receive all financial and
non-financial messages and transactions
alerts anywhere in the world without the
need for a SIM card, they just need to have
an internet connection. Registered users will
also be able to securely get information
about the hold reasons, information about the
next salary date within their organization,
information about Corona safety measures,
brokerage service, the benefits of platinum
account and payment service, the saving
profit rates on premium accounts, the rules
and limits of international transfers, how to
open new account for kids - the conversation
is handled by our digital assistant, Msa3ed.
Customers can also check the currency
exchange rates and locate the nearest
branches. As a bonus, customers can send
math queries (for example, 58*57) and get
the reply: 3.306 (just in case someone needs).

Also customers can communicate with a
bank representative in real time to ask a
question. To launch Apple Business Chat,
customers can click the “Apple” Messages”
icon on the Boubyan bank website or  mobile
app and a conversation with a Boubyan bank
representative will instantly open in the
Apple Messages app.

Apple Business Chat is available for users
and businesses worldwide on al l  Apple
devices (1.65 billion active devices). Apple
Business Chat is integrated with native iOS
features, services, and Messages app. With
Apple Business Chat, customers can seam-
lessly and securely use the familiar Apple
Maps, Apple Pay, Calendar, Spotlight, and
Wallet to deliver efficient customer service
that feels personal and meaningful.

The project was implemented on the basis
of Corezoid Hyperautomation Engine tech-
nology in cooperation with the US company
Middleware. Corezoid has been registered
with Apple as a Messages Service Provider
(MSP) for registering businesses with Apple
Business Chat.

“In addition to Apple Business Chat,
Corezoid Bot Platform supports working with
Google Business Messages, Viber, Telegram,
Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp for
Business, Line, Sender and any other open
API platform. Working with instant messen-
gers is a good first step to build a “digital
core” of a company based on Corezoid”, -
says Max Bondar, Chief Product Officer at
Middleware. 

LONDON: Prime Minister Boris Johnson warned
yesterday he will take “necessary steps” to unilater-
ally alter Britain’s post-Brexit trade terms unless the
EU changes the way it is implementing them in
Northern Ireland.

His comments, the latest salvo in a sausage-
centered spat between London and Brussels,
came as his government confirmed it has asked
the EU to extend a grace period for some rules in
the British province.

Britain wants the bloc to delay an end-of-month
deadline to implement a new trading regime around
chilled meats, which could see imports to Northern
Ireland of products like sausages banned.

London and the European Union agreed a spe-
cial “protocol” to govern post-Brexit trade with
Northern Ireland as part of their divorce deal. Since
the start of 2021, the territory has remained effec-
tively inside the EU customs union and single mar-
ket for goods. The scheme prevents a hard border
between Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland, a former flashpoint in decades-long sectari-
an conflict known as “The Troubles” which largely
ended in 1998. However, the protocol is deeply
unpopular within the pro-UK unionist community,
who argue it creates a de-facto border with main-
land Britain.

Lawmakers from the ruling Democratic Unionist
Party (DUP) are pushing Johnson to scrap the

scheme entirely, rather than tweak its terms and
timings. Asked by DUP MP Jeffrey Donaldson if he
would commit to fully restoring Northern Ireland’s
place within the UK internal market, Johnson
replied he could give “assurances” on the issue.
“Unless we see progress on the implementation of
the protocol, which I think is currently totally dis-
proportionate, then we will have to take necessary
steps to do exactly what he says,” the British pre-
mier told parliament.

Lack of progress 
Britain has been negotiating with Brussels to try

to change the way the protocol is being implement-
ed. Hours earlier, Brexit minister David Frost told a
parliamentary scrutiny committee a delay to the
start of chilled meat checks would “provide a bit of
a breathing space for the current discussions to...
try and find solutions.”

But he added that “we’re not having much
progress”. Any unilateral moves would be seen by
Brussels as unraveling the post-Brexit accords
negotiated in painstaking detail since the 2016 ref-
erendum. The so-called “sausage war” overshad-
owed the G7 summit in England last weekend.
British prime minister Boris Johnson and EU leaders
dueled over the subject as it spiraled into a faceoff
about UK sovereignty over Northern Ireland.

Tensions are high in the territory — home to 1.9

million — which is still markedly divided between
pro-Ireland nationalists and pro-UK unionists. In
April unionist anger over the protocol fuelled more
than a week of rioting which saw 88 police injured.

There are fears that unrest will reignite in July
— a traditional time of disruption in Northern

Ireland — if discontent over the protocol is not
settled. Irish foreign minister Simon Coveney said
the protocol “is a technical trading arrangement to
manage the disruption of Brexit”. Expressing frus-
tration on Twitter he said “it’s not about constitu-
tional matters.” — AFP
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Top 50 banks 
in the Middle 
East: Forbes
KUWAIT: Banking and finance is a vital sector for
global economies. It is through banks that govern-
ments control monetary policy and inflation, and
inject stimulus into the markets. When the pandemic
hit last year, banks made sure that economies
stayed afloat by using measures like postponing
loan payments, restructuring debt, and lending to
key sectors. These measures helped cushion the
economic downturn.

As of June 6, 2021, the banks that feature on
Forbes Middle East’s list of the “Top 50 Banks In
The Middle East” had a total value of $513.6 billion
and assets worth $2.5 trillion. That is more than
three times the GDP estimate of Saudi Arabia, the
region’s largest economy.

Three of the top four banks and five of the top
10 banks have achieved their scale due to mergers.
The region’s banking industry is in the midst of a
consolidation phase, where some of the largest
banks are merging to create larger banking groups.
By doing this, banks reduce competition and
increase their expertise. In 2019, ADCB merged
with Union National Bank and Al-Hilal Bank to form
the ADCB Group, which is the UAE’s third largest

bank. In 2020, Dubai Islamic Bank, which was
already the largest Islamic bank in the Emirates,
merged with Noor Bank. And in March 2021, Saudi’s
National Commercial Bank announced a merger
with Samba, which will create one of the most valu-
able banks in the region.

With 10 entries each, Saudi Arabia the UAE have
the most banks on the list, followed by Qatar with
eight, and Kuwait with six.

LONDON: European Commission vice-president Maros Sefcovic (left) and his UK counterpart David Frost take
part in the first meeting of the Partnership Council followed by the eighth meeting of the Withdrawal
Agreement Joint Committee in London. — AFP

AUB warns of risks 
of investment in 
virtual assets 
KUWAIT: Ahli Untied Bank (AUB) warns against
dealing in crypto-assets, including Bitcoin,
ethereum, dogecoin, etc., especially that these
assets are untraceable and are not real, which make
them pose a danger to their traders because they
are not subject to regulation or supervision by any
authority in the world. 

Thus, these cryptocurrencies lack security and
do not receive the government support provided to
official currencies issued by central banks. These
crypto -assets pose a threat to the global financial
system, particularly that dealing in them may be
carried out through illegal/ bogus wallets or organi-
zations which could lead and direct individuals’
funds beyond the guarantees of official trading

guideline. Moreover, these crypto-assets can be
used in money laundering, terrorist financing and
other related criminal activities that cannot be
traced as they are done under fictitious names over
the internet.

Jehad Al-Humaidhi, Acting CEO at Ahli United
Bank said in a press release that AUB draws atten-
tion to the importance of customers’ awareness of
the risks of investing in high-risk products promot-
ed via the internet, such as these crypto-assets,
which are dominated by instability and high fluctua-
tion in their prices due to global unsupervised
speculations.

Al-Humaidhi pointed out that real currency is
issued by a lawful state as currency and as a symbol
of sovereignty, and the state strives to protect it and
employ policies that guarantee relative stability of
the exchange rate against major world currencies. A
currency is considered and accepted as a store of
value and legal tender, and serves as a reliable
medium for exchange, which is not available for
crypto-assets. 

Al-Humaidhi warned that the Fintech innovations

have increased access and convenience to financial
services and transactions, but are accompanied by
risks of which they must be aware. This vigilance is
especially crucial as social media, and similarly
unregulated channels, are used to advertise and
market high-risk transactions.

It worth to mention that Ahli United Bank (AUB)
continues its awareness efforts as a part of its keen-
ness on the safety of all society categories and to
support the CBK-supervised “Diraya” campaign
(Let’s Be Aware” in Arabic), which is managed by
Kuwait Banking Association (KBA). Diraya cam-
paign managed to attract wide attention for its
effective role in promoting financial culture among
the country’s citizens, enhancing and deepening
banking and cultural awareness. Diraya is one of the
most notable initiatives launched by CBK aimed at
enhancing financial awareness, which positively
reflects on strengthening the protection of cus-
tomers against any potential risks associated with
their banking transactions, increasing their benefit
from various banking services and boosting their
confidence in banks.

US Fed on hold 
for now, but price 
concerns mounting
WASHINGTON: The Federal Reserve is not
expected to announce any changes when it con-
cludes its two-day policy meeting, but could offer
reassurances that it is keeping a watchful eye on
rising prices.

US central bankers have made clear they will
not alter monetary policy until they see lasting
signs that employment and inflation have recov-
ered from the unprecedented eco-
nomic damage from the COVID-19
pandemic. But that time may be
approaching faster than previously
expected, amid the accelerating
reopening of the world’s largest econ-
omy, fueled by widespread vaccina-
tions and huge amounts of govern-
ment aid.

The Fed cut the benchmark lending
rate to zero in March 2020, and has
been buying $120 billion a month in
bonds to provide liquidity to support
the economy. But rising prices have
ignited worries THAT policymakers
will have to pull back on that stimulus sooner or
faster than expected, which could then slam the
brakes on the economic rebound-which would
damage President Joe Biden’s policy agenda.

Unemployment has dropped, but remains at 5.8
percent in May, while consumer and producer
prices have surged, to 5.0 and 6.6 percent,
respectively. Fed Chair Jerome Powell has ham-
mered home the message that the price spikes are

largely temporary, and in his press conference he
likely will repeat that stance even while stressing
the central bank is vigilant and will act if needed to
contain inflation.

But some economists and analysts have been
sounding the alarm. “If the Fed’s monetary policy is
truly data dependent, as the Fed says it is, it will
acknowledge that the risks of a persistent rise in
inflation have risen and that the prudent path of
policy would be to move toward announcing that it
will begin to taper” asset purchases, said Mickey
Levy of Berenberg Capital Markets.

New forecasts 
Members of the Fed’s policy-setting Federal

Open Market Committee (FOMC) will offer
updated economic projections,
which are expected to reflect rising
inflation and stronger growth, and
will bring forward the date of the
first expected increase in the key
interest rate, possibly as soon as
2023. The first step will be a tapering
of the massive bond-buying pro-
gram, and Powell could signal that
officials will soon begin at least talk-
ing about the right timing, although
most are expecting the real plan to
emerge in August.

Krishna Guha of Evercore ISI said
the Fed’s plan is working, and mar-

kets mostly accept that much of the rising prices
are temporary giving them time to react.
However, “Patience is not immobility,” Guha said
in an analysis . The FOMC “wants to move
methodically” starting taper discussions now for
changes implemented at year-end or early 2022.
That “gives the FOMC the option to accelerate
the timeline if needed to secure inflation expec-
tations against serial upside surprises.” — AFP
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High Nigeria food 
costs push 7m 
into poverty: WB
ABUJA: High inflation driven by soaring food
prices has pushed seven million Nigerians into
poverty, the World Bank said. In a new report, it
commended Nigeria for buttressing its economy
from fallout from the coronavirus pandemic but
called for urgent measures to brake inflation and
protect livelihoods. A major crude exporter,
Africa’s largest and most populous economy
again slipped into a recession in late 2020 hurt
by lower oil prices and the pandemic, but unex-
pectedly emerged from the slump in February. 

In May, year-on-year inflation dipped to 17.93
percent, just below the four-year high of 18.17
percent registered in March, according to the
National Bureau of Statistics.

The food price increase in May was at 22.28
percent. “Food prices accounted for over 60 per-
cent of the total increase in inflation. Rising
prices have pushed an estimated 7 million
Nigerians below the poverty line in 2020 alone,”
its report published on Tuesday said.

The World Poverty Clock, which uses UN, IMF
and World Bank data to monitor progress against
poverty, reports Nigeria had 41 percent of its pop-
ulation or nearly 87 million people living in extreme
poverty on less than $1.90 per day. The World
Bank report applauded government reforms to off-
set the crisis and help recovery, including cost cut-
ting and adjustments to energy subsidies, but those
measures needed to be sustained. —AFP


